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Correct Your Mind According to Time 

Pooja Kushwaha  

 

We always expect that 

Good time will come with a hope and an important message, 

Thoughts and working time of people are changed by the time, 

Morality challenges to protect from the bad situation. 

Just as when winter comes, 

Then we arrange woolen clothes, 

And when rainy season comes,  

Then we repair roof of house. 

In the same way, when bad time comes 

And also kaliyug comes with difficult time, 

Then we must correct our mind very carefully for our protection, 

Those who don't repair his roof of house and avoid rainy season, 

Water drips from their roof of house.  

Winter teases them who don't arrange woolen clothes, 

Bad time of Kaliyug affects only to those who don't careful about their protection, 

But good thoughts, good deeds, good feelings and good effort  

Are always possible in every period and time. 

And the candle of light flames only where,  

There humanity exists, 

Man can get success with facing every situation to get truth. 
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Introduction to the Poet:  

Pooja Kushwaha is an aspiring poet who is just at the threshold of her writing career. She 

is a research scholar from the Department of English and Modern European Languages at 

Lucknow University. She is currently pursuing Ph. D on Poetry. She is a firm believer to make 

identity herself.  

She often composes poems about contemporary problems, identity, nature, God, love and 

also motivational poems for the society. Present poems are examples of the same spirit.  
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